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Some Remarks on the Convergence of Approximate
Solutions of Nonlinear Evolution Equations

in Hubert Spaces
By Laurent Veron
Abstract. Let 3Í> be the subdifferential of some lower semicontinuous convex function <t of a
real Hubert space H, f E L2(0, T; H) and u„ a continouous piecewise linear approximate
solution of du/dt + 3i>(u) Bf, obtained by an implicit scheme. If u0 E Dom(<I>), then
du„/dt converges to du/dt in L2(0, T; H). Moreover, if u0 £EDom(33>), we construct a step
function ij„(t) approximating / such that lim„^ + x /0r r\n \ dujdt — du/dt |2 dt = 0. When 0
is inf-compact and when the sequence of approximation of/is weakly convergent to/, then u„
converges to u in C([0, T]; H) and t]„dun/dt is weakly convergent to tdu/dt.

Introduction. Set H a real Hubert space with scalar product ( •, •) and norm | ■|
and 0 a lower semicontinuous proper convex function from H into (-00, + 00]. The
subdifferential 3$ of O is the multivalued operator from H into ÍP(//) defined by

y E 3$(x) if and only if, Vm E H,

<S>(u)- O(x) >(y, u —x).

The operator 3$ is a maximal monotone operator on H (cf. [4]) and the semigroup
generated by —34>has strong regularizing properties which have been discovered by
Brezis [6]. In particular, if /£L2(0, T; H) and w0GDom(3O), then the weak
solution of
idu/dt + 3$(m) 3/
|«(0) = «0,

(1)

on(0,+oo),

is in fact a strong one. If we assume Min <ï>= 0 (which is always possible), then the

following estimate holds

<2>(iTA'd'r<(0A',d')v2+jiTiAd,+-kiisii,'<--n
where K = {x G H: $(x) = 0}. Moreover if un is the solution of

\du„/dt + Wiun)?fn

on(0,+oo),

1"„(0)- «o,„,
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+ 0Ou0„ = w0 and lim„^ + 0O/07'|/-/n

(i)

lim II«—u«IIC([0,7"J;H) = 0,

n— +00

(4)
(ü)

|2 dt = 0, then

lim fl^-t

í7- + oo •'o I «'

dt

tdt = 0.

However, it can be noticed that if (4)(i) is an obvious consequence of the properties
of weak solutions and remains valid in more general cases, (4)(ii) was only discovered in 1977 (cf. [5] and [1] for a similar result).
In this paper we introduce the approximate solutions of (1) through the implicit
scheme
ut - uk

^—+d<P(ukn)3fnk,

(5)

tk_tk-i
1n
l n

u0 and

k = 1,2,...,N(n),

0 = t°n< t\ < ■■■< rf

>= T.

If /„ is the step function taking the value /„* on (r*_1, /*), un the continuous
piecewise linear function taking the value uk at tk, and tj„ the step function taking
the value tk~x on itk~x,tk), then

^ (jfl^f^*)
Moreover

<(//l/nl%-*)1/2+^/or|/>
+-^diSt(«0^)-

if limB^ + 0OMax0<fc<sA,(n)(i* - tk~x) = 0 and lim„^ + 0O/0r|/„ - f\2 dt =

0, then
(i)

(7)

lim

|| un

C([0,T]; H) — 0,

n-* + oo

t I du„

(ii) n —lim
f
+ oo ■'0

dt

du 2

dt

t?„dt = 0.

It must be noticed that if (7)(i) is already well known in more general cases (cf. [7])
and is more or less a consequence of the theorem of Crandall and Liggett, (7)(ii) is
new and could be of some use in numerical analysis. However, in the general case it
appears that it is not possible to obtain error estimates for the convergence of

dujdt.
When $ is inf-compact and fn weakly convergent to / in L2(0, T; H), then (7)(i)
remains valid and ■x\ndun/dtis weakly convergent to tdu/dt as n -> + oo.
We give also an extension of that type of result for a more general operator A
generating a semigroup (S(0),s.o which is compact for t > 0.
The Main Estimates. Set $ a lower continuous proper convex function from H
into (-oo, +oo] such that Min$ = 0 and K = {x e H: $(x) = 0). For T>0 we
set Pn = {0 = i„°< t\ < ■■■< **<">= T) a partition of [0, T], ek = tk - tk~ ' and
IIP„ || = Max0<Ä<Ar(n)e*. We define the two step functions tj„ and/„ from [0, T] into
R and H, respectively, as the functions taking the values f*-1 and// on (r*~\ tk).
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Thanks to the maximal monotonicity

of 3<1>,the sequence {uk)k=0

>/vis well

defined by the following relations
uk — uk

^-

+ d<S>(ukn)3fnk,

k=l,...,N,

(8)
u°„ — un.

If u„ is the continuous piecewise linear function taking the value uk at tk, then
tk-l

tk — t

¿,.

and

"„(')

.,k _ ,.k-\

d-^=U-^dt

pk

on itri,tK„)Theorem

1. Suppose u0 £Dom(3i>).

du„

dt

(/:

Then the following estimates hold:

1/2

1/2

t]ndt

+

(T\fn\\ndt

dt

(9)
+ —dist(u0,
p.

(10)

K),

[i;\%ï*r*{iy2*r+ni>^
+ -=dist(u0,Ä:),

for all8 such that 8 — tpn, 1 *£p *£ Nin). Moreover ifu0 G Dom(O), we have

Remark 1. If we no longer assume Min 3> = 0, we obtain inequalities similar to
those of Theorem 1 in changing $ and /„. To get this we consider x0 E Dom(30)
and £ G 3í>(x0), and we set $(x) = í>(x) - í>(x0) — (£, x — x0) for x G Dom($)
and/, = /, - £. As 3$ = 3$ - £, {uk} satisfies (8) with $ and/, replaced by <ï>and

/and Min$ = 0.
Remark 2. If we let/, — 0 in Theorem 1, we deduce from (9) that

du.

(12)

(/:

dt

1/2

t)ndt

<—

diSt(Mo,Ä-),

{2

for any 0 =£ t *s T. If we want to have a pointwise estimate on dun/dt, we have to
suppose ek = T/N, for A:= 0, 1,...,/V. We then deduce from the monotonicity of
3$ that | dun/dt | is nonincreasing. Hence

(13)

N¡

>

for any/*"1 <t <tk,k>

U

A— i I

-\U
U
J* \un — un

\

1
k

l/f*T*

1

dist(«0, A'),

1.
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Before proving our estimates we need the following result which is somewhat
analogous to Lemma A.5 of [4].
Lemma 1. Suppose {an} and [bn) are two sequences of nonnegative numbers such

that

(14)

\a2n^\al+

2ajbj

V« > 0.

Then

(15)

aH<a0 + 2Íbj
;=i

V« > 0.

Proof. By induction we define the nonnegative sequence {an)n>x by

(16)

\a2n=\a2+

2abj

V»>1.

7=1

Then «2 - 2anbn - (ag + 22$-} o:,b,) = 0. But «2_, = a2 + 21px újbj, so a2 2«A -«»-i=0
and an = bn + ]/b2 + a2„_x. Hence a„ < 2b„ + «„_„ and an < a0
+ 22"= i f»,-.As it is easy to see by induction that an < an for n > 1, we get (15).
Proof of Theorem 1. First we assume u0 G Dom(O), and we prove (11). From the
definition of {uk), we have/,* — (m* — uk~x)/ek G 3$(w¿). Then

v«5- <-\Lk - """"""' | > *(«:) - •(«*-')!
so we get

(17) K~""£„ 'I + $(„*) -♦(«*-') <(/.*, ii*-«*-')

VK*<JV.

Summing all those inequalities, we have
*

*=l

lu* -

M*"'|2

*

(e*)

/

U*-

A= i \

U*"1

£*

£„

that is,

o«

/;|i£|2„+*(„,»)

«*(„o)+/;(/„,

£)*.

So we deduce (11).
From (17) we get for 1 < k < N,

(19)^»T'1'■'■"'+(*("-)-•(■tf-'))'.*"
</■*."" """' "^-'Summing those inequalities and using the fact that

*=1

A=l

*=i
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we deduce that
N

2
k=\

'uf-u*-1!

Uf

ektk-x

-l

+ *(uï)tN

N

1

k=l

\

uk-uk~x

<tr + N2HukM,
k=\

£n

and so, as 0 > 0 in H,

/;iff^/:(/.^K*+/>.>*.
•r | du

(20)

where «„ is the step function taking the value uk on (?* ', r*). By Schwarz inequality
we get

et) (/;if|^^)"<(/>.^r+(/;^*]
1/2

On the other hand, we have for any v G Dom($)

K - u:

In particular, if t>G K, $(«*) - <J>(u)= $(«*) and

(22)

»(„*) + f "" "."" \u'm-v)< (/,*,.«*- y.) Viaa.

But («* - «*-', «* - o) = ((«* - c) - («*"' - „), a* - „) > 11 „* - 0
i | «*~ ' - v |2. So we get from (22)

2H4H+\M-v\2<
k=l

2 (fnk,uk-v)ek+hu0-v\2,
k=\

z

that is,

(23)

j\(ün)

dt + -\uNn - v\2 « I|«0 - ü|2 + jT(/B, fi. - o) A.

Moreover, that last inequality remains true if we replace T — t" by tk and w^ by uk,

so

ik-H2+ 7=1
2*(«¿K
(24)
1

1/2

"o-«l2+ 2^|#| k-»|
7=1

+2 i'=l2*(«;K

By applying Lemma 1, we deduce
1/2

(25)

H - «I +22 *{<H

<l«o- H+ 2 2 l#R

7=1
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In particular, for k = N, we have

(26)

( (T<¡>(ü„)
dt\/2 <±\uQ-v\

+ fi fT\f„\dt.

From that inequality and (21) we get (9) when w0 G Dom(O). For u0 G Dom(3$)
Dom(O),

we consider

{u0m} G Dom(O)

such that u0m ->m^ooM0. If [unm]

=

is the

sequence of continuous piecewise linear approximate solutions defined by the same
implicit scheme as un, with initial data u0m instead of u0, then || un — un m || C([o,r]; //)
<| m0 — u0m | . Hence we get (9) as limm^ + xdun m/dt = dujdt,
uniformly on

[o,n
In order to get (10), set 8 — tpnfor some/» s* 1. We have

!/S$(a„)¿íG[Min{$(M0:

1 < i </>} i Max($(<):

1</</»}].

If Min{$(BÍ): 1 <i</>} = 0(ii*°), then 4>(w*°)< (1/«)/,,' *(«„)*.
the inequalities (17) for A:= k0 + 1,..., JV,we get

In summing

/;|^f„+*W)-*(„0)S/;(/„,^)„,
so we have

ç\îî*r«{w*r+(ii:w
1/2

But, from (26) with T replaced by 8, we have
1/2

1

Ï /*•(«.)*

"n -

-

([S \fn\dt
8 J0

Ü

With those two last inequalities we deduce (10).
Remark 3. By changing slightly the proof of (9) we can also obtain the following
inequality valid for any v G Dom($):

/;i^H"fi(/>M"+^/>
(27)

+ — \u0- v\+ *Jt$(v) .
p.
To get this, we start from
uk — uk

*(t>)-•(«*)>

n

(/„*

un

'

..

,v-uk\

. k

Vu G Dom(<ï>),

and then we get
rT. , _ , .
1
a>(«jdi
+ -|M;', V -t>|

'0

z

<7|Mo-ü'2
Mo-ü|2
z

+ r$(t;)

+ /r(/,,än-i;)^.
•'O

Using (24) (with | \ u0 - v \2 replaced by { \ u0 - v |2 + r$(u))

deduce (27).
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The Convergence Theorems. We still keep the notations of the first section and we
suppose that u is the strong solution of

du

+ 3Í>(«)3/

dt

(28)

on(0, +00),

b(0) = u0,

with u0 G Dom(3$) and / G L2(0, T; H). Our first result is the following
Theorem 2. If u0 G Dom(30)
then

and lim„-00 \\PJ = üm„^ + 00/0r|/-/,

lim

(i)

\\un-u\

C([0,T]; H)

n-* + 00

(29)

(ii)

lim f
n — + 00 •'o

Moreover, ifuQ G Dom($),

then

(30)

lim

¡T

T\duJL

dt

du

0,

,

n

~Tt ** = 0-

dun

du

dt

~dt

n — + 00 •'o

\2 dt = 0,

dt = 0.

Before proving Theorem 2, first notice that (29)(i) is known in quite more general
cases (cf. [7]). We first need the following result.

Lemma 2. Suppose u0 G Dom(3$) and lim„^ + 00||Pn|| = limn^ + xfj]f
= 0. Then t\ndun/dt converges weakly to tdu/dt in L2(0, T; H).

- fn\2 dt

Proof. As || P„ II -^ 0, for every e > 0, there exists n0 G N such that T}„(r)> e/2 on
(e, T] for any n > n0. By Theorem 1 and classical results on maximal monotone
operators (cf. [4]) dun/dt converges weakly to du/dt in L2OC((0,T]\ H).

Set \\i G L2(0, T; H). For any a > 0, we have
(TI

dun

du

\ ,

ra I

ff I

dun

dun

du

4,Hdt.

w respect to t, so
When n tends to + 00, Tj„(r) — t tends to 0, uniformly with

lim

«-+00

rT I

du.
du„

/ \r)„-r

Ja

\

" dt

du

\

-t^,xp)dt^0
dt

r]

Set 8 > 0. There exists v G Dom($) such that | u0 — v | < 8. For such a v there
exists a0 > 0 such that for 0 < a < a0 and « G N we have (see Remark 3)
1/2

flf/vndt)

+il2 f \fn\dt+ i¡a*iv) <8,

as I/, I is uniformly equi-integrable on (0, T). Hence ( /0a| dun/dt |2r)„ dt)x/2 < 28. If
a is also fixed such that ( /0a| c/«/Jr \2t dt)x/1 < 8, we deduce

du.

lim sup
M-> + 00

du

< 36||l|/||/.2(0,7-; H).

/>í-<^i*

Hence r\ndun/dt — tdu/dt converges weakly to 0 in L2(0, T; H) and similarly
t\nidujdt - du/dt), as lim^ + oo/0r(r - 17J | du/dt \2 dt = 0.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Lemma 3. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2, we have

(31)

Um sup [T$(ün)dt<

(T®(u)dt,

ün being the step function taking the value uk on (r„

, tk).

Proof. We start from the following inequalities

valid for v G Dom(í>) and

1 < k < N.

(32)

*(«(r)) - $(«„*)> | J5*- U"~f" ' ,u(t) - ukn
j,

(33)

*(t>) - *(«„*) >

/„* -

"

/

,0 - «*

From (33) we deduce

tf*(t>)- í'"<¡>(ün)dt>f'"(fn,v-ü„)dtM)

•'O

2 («¿-«r1.«-«^.
j-

!

But —(«¿ — u¡(-\ ü — w/j > ¿ | u'n — v |2 — \ | t^-1 — v |2, so we get

(34) jf1**(fij A < f**(o) - fi(fm, v - a„) dt - I|„ - «*|2+ j|i> - Mo|2.
On the other hand we have from (32) (integrating over (/¿, tJ„+x) and summing for

j = k,...,N)
(35) ¡^ün)dt^j^iu)dt-^ifn,u-ün)dt+l^,u-ün)dt.
From (34) and (35) we get for v G Dom(í>)

fT^iün) dt ^ tkMv) - p'ifn, 0-ü„)dt-\\v(36)

°

°

Uk\2+ \\V2

uf

2

-+jf»(«)*-/J"(/..«-o*+jf(^.«

For e > 0, as IIP„ Il ->„- + <*0, there exists a sequence {/*"} such that tk1

,

-»
H-» +00

e. As

{/„} and {c/w„/c/r} remain bounded in Z,■(*„",7"; 7Y) independently of « and as
u — ün goes to 0 in L°°(0, T; H) when « tends to + oo, we deduce from (36)
lim sup ( ®(ùn)dt
(37)

n-+oo

''o

<£$(u)

- ( if,v-

u)dt--\v-

■'o

w(fi)|2
2

•••+^|ü-Mo|2+y7'«I>(U)Jí.

As mis continuous, we deduce (31) in letting e -» 0.
Proof of Theorem 2. First we prove (29)(ii) by supposing u0 G Dom(3í>).
From (19), as in the proof of Theorem 1, we get
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But we also have, obviously,

<39> /0ifi"*+i-*<"<r»=/;"'<»)'"+/;(/'f)""Moreover as Bm,,_+„**"'
= T, t"$(m(7)) < lim inf„^ + xt^-x^iu^).
Using the
fact that limn_ + 0O/0r(/,, dun/dt)t\n dt = /0r(/, du/dt)t dt and Lemma 2, we deduce

t\ du
fT\au

rT\ du
[T\aun

(40)

r¿í.

n-> + oo ^0

As {ji\~ndun/dt} converges weakly in L2(0, T; H) to ft du/dt, we conclude that

lim
n— +00

rr\ ÜUn
du. ¡—
fT\
,—

du r
au

dt = 0.

JQYdT^n~ -¿Jt

But
dun

/'

dt

du

2

~dt T\«dt\

u^-ßf'i^r^fM^'^f*}
1/2

From Lebesgue's theorem and the estimate (2),

t I du

lim / \Tt {#-&)*

= *•

«— +00 •'O I "'

so we get (29)(ii).
To prove (30), first we notice that {du„/dt} remains bounded in L2(0, T; H) when
u0 G Dom(O). Hence, from the maximality of 30, it converges weakly in
L2(0, T; H) to du/dt. As we have already seen in the proof of Theorem 1, we have

m *«««.>+ru-?k-«>.
du„

du.

so we get

(41)

limsup/1-^

„- + 00 Jo I «'

dt<*(u0) + ¡T[f,^)dt-Hu(T)).

But as | ífa/íft |2 = di$iu))/dt
(0, 7) we obtain

j0

at i

+ if, du/dt) a.e. on (0, 7") (cf. [4]), integrating on

lim sup /
«-+00

\

''O

du.

dt

dt

T\du

I

dt

dt.

So we have (30), which ends our proof.
Remark 4. Using similar devices, we can obtain the convergence result (29) in
replacing the initial data u0 of {«*} by a sequence {u0n} in Dom(3$) such that
u0n ^„- + oou0. Moreover if u0n G Dom($)

and <&iu0n) -* ^(«o)> we have (30).

Remark 5. We can also obtain some results concerning the convergence of
{<£>(m„)}
from Theorem 2. For example, if u0 G Dom(O), we have

(42)

lim ||*(«J-*(B)||C([o,r])

n-* + oo

= 0.
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In order to prove this, we start from (17) and we have for 1 < k *s TV,

(43)

•<.:)«•(„„)+ /;;(/.-f )-/;'

du„
dt

dt.

For t G [0, T], as IIP„ II -» 0, there exists a sequence {i*"} such that lim tk* = r and
tk" > t so $(«*") = $(«„(0) and
</b

(44)

limsupO(«„(i))
< *(«0)+ jf' (/,££) d>- /Jf

du

dt.

But from [4]

$(Mo)
+£('-f )dt" /0'|ff* =$(u(i))
* ¡™+iJ*(ß-(0);
hence lim„_ + 00<I>(w„(i))= $(w(r)), and it is not difficult to see that this limit is
uniform on [0, T] and that Hncan be replaced by un.
For k > 0 we set Qk = [v G 77: $(t;) + | v \2 < A:}. Our second result is the

following
Theorem 3. Suppose Qk is compact for any k>0
and u0 G Dom(3$).
limn_ +00 || /?„|| =0 a«i/ (//, converges weakly to fin L2(0, 7, 77), r/ie«

(!)

lim
«-»

(45)

, ^
(u)

+ 00

If

|| Mn — w| C([0 ,7); //) — 0,

<^w„ du
-,/
^n~T ~*?^T weakly in L (0, 7, 77) ai «

00.

Moreover if u0 G Dom(O), i/ie« dun/dt converges weakly to du/dt in tL2(0, J1; 77).

7°roo/. First we suppose that m0 G Dom(í>). From (10) [dun/dt]

remains bounded

in L2(0, T; H), so we deduce from (18), with N replaced by k, that (<I>(h„(í))} is
bounded, uniformly with respect to t and n. From the convexity of the function $, it
is the same with {<Ï>(m„(î))},and, as {«„(r)} is bounded, the set {«„(0} lS relatively
compact in 77 for any t > 0. From (10) the set {«„} is equicontinuous, so by Ascoli's
theorem, it is relatively compact in C([0, T]; H). Hence there exist a subsequence

{«„,} and ü G 77'(0, 7,77) such that H„--n^+oo« in C([0, T];77) and du„,/dt
^n'- + xdu/dt weakly in L2(0, T; 77). Hence ü satisfies (28) and is equal to u, so
instead of the subsequence {un,} we can take {»„} in the previous convergences.
We suppose now that u0 G Dom(34>). There exists a sequence [u0m] in Dom(<ï>)
converging to u0 as m -> + oo. If un m is the continuous piecewise linear solution of
(8) with initial data u0m instead of u0, then \\u„ - unm || C([o,r]; //> ^1 Mo~ uo,m I •
Hence {un) converges to u in C([0, 7"]; 77). But as Lemma 2 remains valid we have

(45)(ii).
Remark 6. Using classical estimates on convex functions, it is easy to check that
$((/ + A3$)_ 'x) (X > 0) remains bounded when x is bounded. If Qk is compact for
any k > 0, the resolvents (7 + a34>)~' are compact operators, and then the semigroup (S(/)),»o generated by —3$ is compact for t > 0. In the following section we
give an extension of Theorem 3 to a more general situation.
Remark 1. As the convergence of [dun/dt) in both Theorems 2 and 3 is obtained
via weak compactness and lower semicontinuity arguments, it is clear that in the
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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general case it is not possible to obtain any error estimate of interest (see (55),
Lemma 4). However, such error estimates should exist in many applications.
Extension to More General Operators. Set A a maximal monotone operator of 77
and (5(r))i;a0 the semigroup of contractions of DiA) generated by —A. Thanks to
the maximal monotonicity of A we can construct a sequence {uk} with the relations
,k-\

Auk„3f„k,

,k-\

(46)

u°. = u„

D(A)

and

k= 1,2,...,N(n),
0 = t°n< t\ < ■■■< t^n) = T.

We define the functions/, and un as before. If /is a given function of L'(0, T; 77), we
set u the weak solution (cf. [4]) of

du

dt + Au3f

(47)

on [0,7],

DiA),

t/(0) = u

which means that u G C([0, T]\ 77) satisfies t/(0) = u0 and
1, , x

-\uit)

,2

1, , ,

- x\ -j\u(s)-x\

,2

<J'(u(t)

-x,/(t)

-y)dr,

(48)
for any x ED(A),y

G Ax and 0 < i « t < T.

If h is defined on (0, T) X (0, T), we set

(49)

|A||* = inf{||g||z.'(o,r)+ |M|/.'(o,7>,/andg G L'(0, T),
\h(a, t)|</(o)

+ gir) a.e. on (0, T) X (0, T)},

and we call W the completion of C([0, T] X [0, T)) for 11||* (cf. [7]).
Theorem 4. Suppose the operators Sit) are compact for t > 0, the set of real valued
functions hnir,a) =|/„(t) —/„(a)| is relatively compact in W, lim„^ + 00\\Pn\\ =0
and {/„} converges weakly to f in L'(0, 7, H). Then [un] converges to the solution u of

(47) in C([0, T]; 77).
Proof. We set u„ the weak solution of

(50)

idv„/dt + Avn3fn

on (0,7),

K(o) = «0e/>M).

As the set {|/„|} is uniformly equi-integrable on (0, 7), we deduce with a slight
modification of the proof of Theorem 2 of [2] that {vn} is relatively compact in
C([0, T], 77), so there exist ü G C([0, T]; 77) and a subsequence {u„-} of {«„} such
that vn, -> ü in C([0, 7]; 77). For any x G T>(,4), j> G Ax, and 0 < 5 < f < 7, we
have

(51)

i|tv(<) - ^|2 - 2k(J) - ^|2 <J['(*».'(t) - *, Ä-(t) -j) </t.

Going to the limit in (51), we see that « is a weak solution of (47), so ü = w and
lim„^ + 00u„ = «in C([0, 7]; 77).
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At this point of the proof we need the following result:

Lemma 4. Under the

hypotheses

of Theorem

4, u„ — vn converges

to 0 in

C([0, T)\ 77) as n-> +oo.
Proof. That result is a consequence of Theorem 2.8 of [7]. We first suppose that
t/0 G DÍA), and we consider a partition Pm which is a refinement of Pn: Pm —
{0 sm<sm<- " ' < sm = ^0> and we construct the sequence {t%} as follows

v¿-v¿~]
,7-1

(52)

+ Av¿Bf,¡„

€ = Uo, ÎL=în

j=l,...,M,

if{sir\sjm)c{tk-\t5).

For y G Au0 we set <o„(t — s) = /¿T_í'(|/,(«)

(53)

<?(«„, AB)(5,T)

| + | v|)i/a

and

/ A„(a, T — s + a) da

if t > j,

/ A„(s — t + a, a) ¿a

if s > t.

= «„(7-5)
Jr,

Set 77m" the piecewise constant function on (0, T) X (0, 7) taking the value
\v¿, - K*| on (j¿-\ s¿] X (i*-1, tk]. For a function A defined on (0, 7) X (0, 7),
we call AAthe piecewise constant function taking the value A(s¿, tk) on isJmx, sJn] X
itk~\tk\.

If â G C2([- 7, 7]) and A"G C2([0, 7] X [0, T\) with A~(0,0)= 0, Theorem 2.8 of
[7] gives
||/f»-.»

(54)

_ rj(Wn)

An)||L=o((0_7.)x(0Jr-))

< 2K - «¡t»(-r,r) + 2||A„- A||*+ ||Aa- A]*
+ 2||Pj|{7l|ö"||z.-(-7-,7-)

+||û'|U-(-r.7-)

+ (1 - 2r)2||A]|^([0,7]X[0,7])}.

Moreover ||AA — All* < 7||AA — h\\l°°((o,t)x(o,t)) and as A is continuous, that last
quantity goes to 0 as n -» + oo. When m -» + oo, the step function t>„m defined from
the sequence {t5ny}converges to vn uniformly on [0, T]. As <j(w„, A„)(s, i) = 0, we

get
Unllc([0.7];//) ^ 2||wn

¿j|

, -7,7) + 2||a„ —a||* + lim sup ||aa —a||*
m— +00

2||-P„||{7r,||w"||£«(_7-r)

(55)

+||<0'||i,»(_7-i7-)

+ (1 — 27)

||«||c2([o,r]x[o,7-])j -

As {|/„ |} is uniformly equi-integrable on (0, T), the functions un are equicontinuous
and uniformly bounded on [ —T,T], hence relatively compact in C([ —T, T]). By
hypothesis the functions hn are relatively compact in W. So there exist w G

C([ - T, T]) and A G W such that

(56)

lim sup ||u„- t?Jc([u,r];m* 2I!5-«lli«><-r,n + 2I|A- A"||*.
n-* +00

That last quantity can be made as small as we want, the density of the test functions
(«, h) in C([-T,T])
X If being easy toprove; solim„^ + 00||h„ - vn\\ Ci[0T].H) = 0.
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we consider a sequence u0m E DiA) such that u0m —m- + xu0,

and we get as previously

Umsup ||u„ - eJcao.T-];") < 2||u0 - u0J,
n— +00

which ends the proof.
End of the Proof of Theorem4. We have
llU«~~ Mllc([0,7];H) ^\\un ~ Vn\\C([0,T];
H) + \\Vn~ Mllc([0,r];//)■
From Lemma 4, limn^ + 00||t>n— w„llc([o,7];/7) = 0 and, from the first part of the
proof of Theorem 4, lim„^ + x || v„ — u IIC([o,7];H) = 0>which ends the proof.
Remark 8. Our result remains true if A is an w-accretive operator of some general
Banach space X when we replace a weak solution by an integral solution (cf. [3]),
under the assumption that the set ((«, /): u E C([0, T]\ X),fE L'(0, T; X), u is an
integral solution of (47)} is closed in C([0, T]; X) X L'(0, T; A>weak, in particular
if X is uniformly convex. Without that assumption we just obtain the relative
compactness of the {w„} in C([0, T]; X).
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